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There is a plethora of different types of polymer paviours available in the market. Typically used for car parks, driveways, emergency access
routes, cycle ways, paths and wheelchair access ways. These systems are partly growing in popularity because, by providing a permeable
surface, they fit very well into Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems SUDS. We felt it was worth considering some of the important, and relatively
unimportant, features of these products and their application.

GENERAL
As indicated above a range of polymer paviours are available but most have some relatively consistent features.
Supplied in slabs or panels of various length and width dimensions from approximately 0.3m x 0.3m up to 2.3m x 1.2m

Slabs/panels are comprised of a variety shapes of vertical walled ‘cells’ which create an open and permeable pseudo- cellular structure which can
be filled with gravel or soil for a stone or green finish. Cell diameters vary from approximately 40mm up to 70mm
The cell wall heights (slab thicknesses) vary from approximately 25mm up to 50mm
The majority of products are manufactured from recycled polymer although their recycled accreditation can vary so worth checking if this is an
important point for you.
A separation geotextile can be used beneath the paviour to separate the infill gravel from the underlying sand. Some systems come with a separation geotextile already affixed to the underside of the panel which firstly, ensures that one is used and, secondly, assists with
installation.

EXAMPLES OF POLYMER PAVIOURS SUPPLIED BY TCS GEOTECHNICS
Other products are available within the market
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Some confusion is created by the incorrect use of the term ‘geogrid’ when related to these paviours. The paviours discussed here are not
geogrids. In the context of trafficked areas, geogrids are planar products that are delivered in rolls (say 4m x 75m) and typically installed beneath
or within the sub-base to stabilise road stone or other suitable aggregates.

Geogrid

Not a Geogrid, but a Polymer Paviour

APPLICATION AND INSTALLATION
There is a common misconception that these paviours can stabilise poor ground. This is not correct.
Paviours may provide surface stabilisation and they may assist in spreading localised surface loading and thus prevent
superficial surface rutting BUT to perform effectively they must invariably be installed on a competent compacted stone
‘foundation layer’, possibly including a stabilisation geogrid.

Paviour laid on unsuitable
subgrade

Traffic moves over the area

Due to unsuitable subgrade
paviours rut and move

Paviour laid on a compacted (and
possibly stabilised) stone
foundation layer (sub-base)

Paviours may provide surface stabilisation and they may assist in spreading localised surface loading and thus prevent
superficial surface rutting BUT to perform effectively they must invariably be installed on a competent compacted stone
‘foundation layer’, possibly including a stabilisation geogrid.
The thickness and composition of this ‘foundation layer’ will be dependent on the nature of future loading and the existing underlying
ground conditions but even for the lightest loads on good ground a minimum of 100mm of well graded angular aggregate or sharp sand is
normal.
Not only does the ‘foundation layer’ provide additional allowable bearing capacity it will also help to iron out any
inconsistencies in the formation, like soft spots, which could lead to differential settlement of the surfacing. Any differential settlement is
likely to be accentuated at the slab boundaries and corners and result in an unattractive and poorly performing surface.
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A second misconception is fuelled by the prevalence for manufacturers to quote the crushing strength of unfilled paviours.
These values are typically quoted based on a test where the paviour
has been loaded to failure between two steel plates or similar. As
these systems are not designed to be installed empty how useful is
this test?
There is some argument that it gives an indication of the strength
of the cell walls under load and therefore the likely resistance to
crushing should the cells lose their gravel fill during operation. As
the systems are designed to be kept filled perhaps this is not a key
consideration.
The crushing strength of a paviour filled with gravel (or even soil)
will invariably be markedly different, and significantly higher, than an
empty product. This is simply because the infill material,
particularly gravel, will transmit the loads directly through the paviour
to the ground below and will also, when confined, support the paviour
cell walls on either side inhibiting them from buckling.
Also, for significant loads, the competence of the ground directly beneath the paviour is likely to have a much greater
influence on the load bearing characteristics of the overall system (see above). This is simply because the pressure
distribution from a tyre, for example, will extend through and beneath the plastic paviour.
Be careful when looking at a loading capacity to understand whether this is of the system filled or unfilled and consider what latter actually
tells you.

An important feature of these paviours which is often overlooked is their need for some flexibility. This is perhaps because there is not a simple
way to test and report results for this.
There is no question that these systems are intended to provide a flexible ‘pavement’ or running surface so consideration should also be
given to how flexible each panel or slab is and also to the flexibility between slabs.
A very rigid set of slabs with a high empty crushing strength may actually perform much worse in practice than a flexible slab or panel
system of lighter construction. Unfortunately there is no simple accepted test to measure this so we advise that you examine samples and
consider in-situ filled behaviour. Clearly the best way to do this is via inspection of installed systems.

CONCLUSION
Hopefully the above has provided some food for thought regarding the selection and utilisation of polymer paviours. Unfortunately it is not a
simple a matter of providing a set of parameters with threshold values and saying ‘match these and the product will perform well’. However
millions of m2 of these systems have been installed very successfully and are providing permeable car parks, access roads, cycle tracks etc all
over the country. Our best advice is to consider the actual performance of the product in use, bearing in mind the above, try to see some
examples, and contact us if you wish to discuss further.
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